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The greenhouse at the Walker County Center of Technology has a number
of hanging plants that students care for during class each day.

WCCT

From Page 2

Mullinax added, “My goal is to educate the students that I have so when
they leave this program they’ll be potential candidates for businesses we have
in our area.”
In the years to come, Mullinax said he

hopes to have a stand built on campus
for students to sell their plants from. In
addition, WCCT has a second greenhouse kit that will eventually be installed and allow the plant sciences
program to expand.

Searcy
ter, Searcy suggests that
home owners go through
and combine all like
items.
Once it is determined
how many of an item is
present, that is when it is
time to decide how many
are needed and remove
the items that aren’t
needed.
Tip No. 4 – Give Yourself Goals
“If you can’t set a goal,
that sense of being overwhelmed will take over
much easier,” Searcy said.
Setting goals for each
area of the home is a key
to actually removing clutter, Searcy said. “Goals
are essential,” she added.
“Go through each room
and give yourself a goal
for that room, and that
makes removing clutter
attainable instead of
overwhelming.”
Tip No. 5 – Don’t Break
the Bank with Boxes

From Page 4
“Don’t spend a lot on
boxes that are going into
your closet,” Searcy said.
Not buying boxes with
too much room is also a
key, she said.
“If you have 50 magazines that you need to
store, buy a container for
50 boxes,” Searcy said. “If
you buy a container much

larger than that, it will
just become a catch-all.
Then you are just allowing more clutter.”
Searcy said she is available for private consultations to help organize
homes or offices. She may
be reached at 334-7994598.
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Growing scholars
Students at Walker County Center of Technology prepare for career in plant sciences
By NICOLE SMITH
Daily Mountain Eagle

Students in the plant
sciences program at
Walker County Center of
Technology are learning
about plants year-round,
and are spending springtime preparing for the
school’s annual plant
sale.
On a busy Friday
morning in March, a
group of students were
tending to the greenhouse at WCCT to check
the growth of all the
plants inside and repair
the irrigation system.
While students were
working, plant sciences
teacher Ryan Mullinax
described that their
greenhouse is divided
into four sections. The far
right of the structure is
used for propagation.
“That’s growing plants
from seeds or cuttings so
we can teach students
how to start plants,
whether it’s sexual or
asexual propagation,” he
said.
The next section of the
greenhouse is reserved
for hydroponics, which
grow without soil and
rely on water to prosper.
The students are currently experimenting
with growing tomatoes
and basil with this particular growing method.
“It’s a soiless medium
where we use things like
perlite or rockwool to
grow the plants in, and
we can produce a product
in a short amount of time
because we’re supplying
the nutrients directly to
them,” Mullinax said.
“The white perlite is just
an anchor for the root
system of the plant, but
the plant actually roots
down into a tray and
there’s a thin, small
channel of water running

Above, students examine plants in the Walker
County Center of Technology’s greenhouse. At
right, one of the hydroponic plants in the greenhouse is beginning to grow.

through it.”
A fertilizer chamber
beneath the table transports nutrients to the hydroponic plants.
To the left of the greenhouse is four metal finishing tables. Students
were diligently checking
the root systems on those
plants and ensuring no
pests were on them.
“This would be like if
you were just taking
plants that were already
grown in flood trays and

transplanting them into
finished containers.
They’re finishing a crop
out,” Mullinax said. “It’s
about a four-week period.
What they typically do
here is they scout for insects, they look for any
disease issues, they’re
checking measures on
the heights of the plants
and examining growth
rates, and we’re either
going to spot water or
we’re going to mist water,
depending on what the
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plants need.”
The fourth component
of the greenhouse is flowers and other plants,
such as sweet potato
vines, silver falls dichondra, coleus and petunia.

Mullinax’s students were
checking the irrigation
system for the plants and
making repairs as necessary.
Mullinax said firstyear students learn

about soil sciences and
plant growth and development. As they progress
through their junior and
senior years, they learn
more about landscaping,
turf maintenance and operating various equipment for farming,
gardening and irrigation.
He said students also
comprehend a number of
marketing and business
management skills
through operating the
greenhouse.
“We’re going to look at
the general business
principals of a greenhouse, understanding the
cost of structures and the
cost of doing business
and overhead,” he said.
“They have to do a crop
schedule, and they have
to do a costing to determine how much it’s going
to cost us to produce our
crops. They know how
much we have invested
in those plants in the
greenhouse.”
Students who take
Mullinax’s classes have
an opportunity to take
tests to receive a number
of credentials, including
certification in landscape
management, landscape
design and urban
forestry. Students can
also receive credentials
for knowing the proper
care of turf grass, and
they can be certified as
forestry workers and
chemical applicators,
among other skilled jobs.
“It’s a more complex career and industry than it
looks from the surface,”
he said. “These students
are working toward industry recognized credentials. ... If they pass these
certification tests, they’re
considered entry level
ready in the green industry.”
See WCCT, PAGE 8

A master
of gardening
Eva Oates shares her life of gardening
By NICOLE SMITH
Daily Mountain Eagle

Eva Hester Oates has
been gardening all of her
life, and she’s become a
master of the art.
In 2005, Oates became
a master gardener
through the Walker
County Extension Office’s master gardener
program. She said the
experience brought her a
wealth of knowledge.
“I learned enough to
know that I didn’t know
much,” Oates said with a
laugh. “We learn a lot.
It’s just amazing.”
Every person who
takes the roughly 12week master gardener
course receives a large
book filled with relevant
information, and those
who complete the course
are essentially volunteers for the community
who help provide information on gardening.
County Extension Coordinator Danny Cain
teaches the course, and
often invites guest
speakers to share their
areas of speciality.
“The book tells you
everything from when to
prune crepe myrtles to
how to kill fire ants,” she
said. “It’s very interesting if you care anything
about gardening.”
While Oates learned
new information by taking the class, she has
been learning how to be
a master gardener since
she was a child growing
up on a farm in Marion
County.
“We grew everything
we ate. We didn’t have
any money, so we lived
off of the farm,” Oates

said.
Her family had milk
cows that provided fresh
milk and chickens that
supplied them with eggs.
They also had fresh garden vegetables, and her
first husband continued
the tradition.
“My first husband was
much into farming. We
had a garden every
year,” she said. “I love to
see things grow, and
then I love to eat it.”
Ten years after Oates’
first husband passed
away, she remarried. She
admits her second husband didn’t have a love
for farming and gardening, but supported her as
she continued to have a
garden.
Since his passing,
Oates has moved from
Parrish to Jasper, and
she enjoys spending time
with her four boys, 13
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
During her move to
the city, she brought
many of her plants with
her. Oates recalled a moment from the move
when her friend insisted
that she transplant her
honeysuckle bushes to
her new home.
“I said, ‘We can’t dig
these up,’ and she said,
‘Where’s your shovel?’,”
Oates said laughing. “So
we got the shovel and we
dug up 12 or 13 of them
and put them in the back
of my car and the back of
her car, and we looked
like the hillbillies. We
got them all up here
without losing any of
them.”
Those same honeysuckle bushes are all
blooming this spring

around Oates’ property
that is lined with blooming petunia bushes, new
raised beds for vegetables and a number of different plants. She has
also made sure area
birds feel welcome at her
home, and has many
bird houses and feeders
for them to enjoy. Oates
said her cat and best
friend, Lucy, enjoys
watching the birds in
her garden.
Now a part of Walker
County’s Master Gardeners Club, Oates shares
stories with other area
gardeners.
She said enrollment
was too low to host a
master gardeners class
this year, but she encourages anyone who may be
interested in gardening
to consider enrolling in
the program.
People can attend
Master Gardners Club
meetings every fourth
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.,
but can only become an
official member if they
have completed the
course. The Master Gardeners will soon host a
plant sale at the Jasper
Mall to help raise money
to provide scholarships
for those who can’t afford to enroll in the gardening course.
Anyone interested in
taking the Master Gardeners class may call
(205) 221-3392.
“If you’re interested at
all in growing things and
seeing them grow, to see
what the Lord has put
on this earth for us to
enjoy, be it flowers or
vegetables, ... check out
the Master Gardeners,”
she said.
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Eva Hester Oates stands in her garden and is surrounded by various plants
and areas for wildlife to enjoy.
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A good test for a gardener: When do you get your first peas?
By LEE REICH
Associated Press

In some gardening circles, a gardener’s skill is
measured by how soon he
or she gets the first bowl
of shelling peas on the
table.
Peas are a good choice
for such competition, because raising a good crop
demands the best soil
you can muster as well as
timely sowing and harvest.
Peas are a cool-weather
crop (50 to 70 degrees F
is best) so must be
planted early. Not too
early, though, or the
seeds are apt to rot. Not
too late either, for the
plants languish in hot
weather.
The earliest possible
crop of shelling peas is
also a worthy goal because peas are such a
quintessential garden
delicacy.
The sugars in freshpicked peas start changing to starches as soon as
the pods are picked, so
it’s impossible to buy
fresh, frozen or canned
peas that match the flavor of homegrown ones.
AND THE
RACE IS ON
I’ll admit to being
drawn into the spirit of
pea competition — with
some reservations. I
won’t grow smoothseeded shelling peas,
such as Alaska, which
are the earliest.
They don’t taste as
good as wrinkle-seeded
types, whose seeds wrinkle up because they are
so high in sugars.
I won’t use fungicidetreated seeds, which can
be planted earlier with
less danger of rotting.
Handling poison-coated
seeds takes the fun out of
pea planting.
And quantity is also
important to me, so I
won’t start peas indoors
in pots because it would
be impossible to manage

row. If you plant in beds,
run a double row up the
middle of the bed.
Peas reign as king in
British gardens, and traditional staking for peas
there is pea twigs — tree
and shrub prunings
trimmed so their
branches lie in one plane,
then pushed into the soil
between each double row
with their butt ends
down and branches
fanned out down the row.
Even before the vines
start their ascent, the
row of pea twigs can be
attractive — and oh so
British.
I forgo the twigs and
the accent with a temporary fence of chicken
wire, which is quicker to
erect.
Lee Reich via AP

VARIETIES
TO GROW
This undated photo shows peas harvested in New Paltz, N.Y. Shelling peas
don't travel well because their sugars begin to turn to starch as soon as they Among wrinkle-seeded
shelling peas, you’ll find
are picked, making this vegetable a must-have home garden delicacy.
some — but not a lot —
enough transplants to get
a decent meal.
As far as when to drop
those first seeds into furrows, too many gardeners
bow to tradition and sow
them — or try to — on
St. Patrick’s Day.
That may be the ideal
date for planting peas in
Ireland, but sometime in
January is more on the
mark in Florida, and
April 1 is the more correct date in my garden in
New York’s Hudson Valley.
Pea seeds sprout when
the soil temperature hits
about 40 degrees F. So
stick a thermometer 3 or
4 inches into the ground
to know when to sow pea
seeds in your garden.

once they’re in the
ground.
Soak the seeds in
water for a few hours,
and then rinse them at
least once daily, draining
them after each rinsing.
Rootlets should be evident after a couple days
or so.
Planting slightly less
deeply than recommended or in raised beds
gives them warmer soil,
which also speeds sprouting and growth.
If peas have never
grown before in your garden, sprinkle the seeds
with a bacterial inoculant, available in stores,
so plants can make use of
atmospheric nitrogen as
fertilizer.

TRICKS FOR
EARLINESS
No matter when peas
are planted, there are
tricks to getting the
sprouts up more quickly
and successfully.
Pre-sprouting the seeds
indoors gives them a
slight jump on the season

MAXIMIZING
YIELD
Correct plant spacing,
and propping the vines
up off the ground are
yield enhancers. Rather
than single rows, sow
double rows about 6
inches apart, with 2
inches between peas in a

of differences in flavor
from one variety to the
next. Do consider vine
size in your variety
choice. Vine size determines how big a trellis
you need, and how
quickly ripe peas are
ready for harvest. Two
all-around excellent varieties for yield, flavor and
earliness are Green
Arrow and Lincoln.
If shelling peas have
one fault compared with
snap peas or snow peas,
it is the time needed to
shell them. In the interests of science, I once decided to measure the
time involved.
To my surprise, I was
able to pop open about 6
quarts of pods to make 2
quarts of shelled peas in
only 30 minutes — not
really a bad rate, and not
really an awful job when
you’re sitting outside in
the shade with a warm
breeze.
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A step ahead
Regular maintenance of air conditiong
units can save costs down the road
By LEA RIZZO
Daily Mountain Eagle

With spring beginning and warmer
weather on the way, it’s time to switch
on the air conditioners.
In order to ensure that people are
getting the most out of their air
conditioning units, industry
professionals recommend
regular system maintenance before summer
starts.
Ed Persons, owner of
Air Johnston, and Harold
Burton, general manager
of Reliable Heating and
Air, both recommend having
a technician check the system’s components.
“We have a technician come out
and thoroughly go through the system,
check everything about it, see what the
condition of the system is,” Burton explained. “It’s just making sure everything is operating like it needs to be.”
He compared these scheduled tuneups to having the oil changed in a car.
“A scheduled tune-up would give you
an overall idea about the state of the
system ... and possibly save homeowners a more costly repair or service call
down the road,” he continued.
Technicians can measure the quality
of a unit’s start components to ensure
the motors aren’t running too long or
too hot, which will impact cooling, Persons said.
Regular maintenance includes cleaning the unit’s coils to increase system

efficiency, making sure the refrigerant
levels are adequate, checking for good
start components and having strong capacitors for the unit’s motors.
“You'll spend more doing catastrophic
repair than doing episodic maintenance. If you will just maintain your
unit, overall you'll spend a lot less
money,” Persons said.
According to Persons, the
average cost of maintaining an AC unit per year is
around $70 to $100 for
the cost of a service call.
However, he continued,
only having a technician
check the system every few
years if it’s having issues
could lead to costs of $400 or
$500.
Burton advised system owners
need to make sure that everything is
operating the way it needs to be before
heading into the cooling season.
A lot of industry sources are indicating that “we’re going to have an incredibly difficult summer,” according to
Persons.
As far as ways that people can save
money when using their AC systems
this spring and summer, Persons advised people to not turn their heating
or cooling systems completely off when
leaving the house. Doing so expends
more energy trying to rapidly heat or
cool a home once the system is turned
back on, resulting in a higher bill at the
end of the month.
“Be sensible about how you use your
thermostat,” he said.
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Ed Persons, owner of Air Johnston, running a routine maintenance call to
ensure that the air conditioning system will operate efficiently during the upcoming spring and summer weather.
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Removing clutter

Spaces still available at community garden
By JENNIFER COHRON
Daily Mountain Eagle

Lifestyle change gets better
results than ‘spring cleaning’
By JAMES PHILLIPS
Daily Mountain Eagle

The spring cleaning
season is the perfect time
to remove clutter from
homes, but one Jasper
area organization expert
says the process to becoming clutter-free is
more of a lifestyle change
than a once per year
purge.
Melissa Searcy, owner
of Lulagrace Organized
Interiors, is a professional organizer as well
as home interiors and
staging expert.
"Many of us today lead
extremely busy lives, the
house tends to be the
first thing that gets put
on the backburner,”
Searcy said. “Our sanctuary that has to function
as a moving assembly
line can often times take
the direct hit when we
mismanage our priorities."
With the business in
most lives, Searcy said it
is good for people to take
time to make sure organization in their home is a
priority.
“For most people, we
need to put down our
electronic devices and
spend at least a good six
hours or so working to
better organize our
homes,” she said. “For
some people, six hours
may not be enough. It
may take several weekends to get our homes to
function as we need
them to. Every house has
clutter. There should be
no judgment when it
comes to our clutter. Our
circumstances and the
things happening in our
lives cause us to have
clutter. We just have to
pause at some point to
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Melissa Searcy is a professional organizer who
lives in Jasper. She recently spoke with the Daily
Mountain Eagle and offered several tips for helping to remove clutter from a home.
change that.”
Searcy said there are
some easy tips to follow
when it relates to removing clutter from a home.
Tip No. 1 – A Place
for Everything
and Everything
in Its Place
“Each room in your
home should have a purpose, and the items in
that room should identify
with that purpose,”
Searcy said. “If something doesn’t fit the purpose of that room, it
needs to be evaluated
and should be either
tossed or put in its
proper place.”
The transfer of items
from one place to another is okay, Searcy
added, but those items
need to have a defined
reason for being in the
area they end up being
housed.
Tip No. 2 – Love It

or Lose It
“If you don’t need it,
get rid of it,” Searcy said.
“We have to define worth
to each item, and if it
doesn’t have worth in
your life, it needs to be
tossed.”
Searcy added that
something shouldn’t be
trashed just to trash it.
“You don’t want to
throw everything away,
because then you just
end up buying more of
those items when you realize you do need it,” she
said. “Take time as you
go throw items to make
sure if they are needed
or not.”
Tip No. 3 - Say
Goodbye to Like Items
“No one needs eight
can openers,” Searcy
said. “Pick the top two
can openers and get rid
of the rest.”
When removing clutSee SEARCY, PAGE 8
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The Walker County
Soil and Water Conservation District has a solution for aspiring
gardeners intimidated by
the start-up costs of a
raised bed garden.
Two dozen 4x8 plots
are available at the community garden located on
North Airport Road in
front of the Walker
County Extension Office.
The annual cost of
renting one of the raised
bed gardens is $20. However, administrative coordinator Katherine Patton
has been offering a twofor-one special for the
last two years.
“We call it our ROGO
— rent one, get one,” she
said.
Customers also have
their choice of free seeds
available at Patton’s office, and the county provides the water needed to
help the gardens grow.
Patton’s office and the
nearby extension office
also have planting
charts.
“The only thing the
gardeners have to provide is their own tools,”
Patton said.
The community garden
was established in 2009
to promote raised bed
gardening in Walker
County.
The garden also pro-

“The only thing
the gardeners
have to provide is
their own tools.”
- Katherine
Patton
vided space for apartment dwellers and others
who didn’t have room to
grow their own vegetables at home and presented educational
opportunities.
Patton encouraged
families, especially those
with young children, to
consider getting a garden
started this spring.
“It establishes the
farm-to-fork idea for kids
and helps them realize
where their food comes
from. It’s exciting for
them to see the plants
grow and harvest their
own vegetables, and it
also gets them outside.
Most kids love to play in
the dirt anyway,” she
said.
Many of the community garden’s first customers now have their
own raised bed gardens
at home, Patton said.
Though individuals are
still welcome to rent
space at the community
garden, most of the plots
are now rented by local

MLS#16-1948 • 3BR/2.5 BA • $239,900
3400 Fairoaks Drive • Jasper, AL

Call James German 522-9201
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The community garden
on North Airport Road
was established in
2009 to promote
raised bed gardening
in Walker County.
nonprofits such as Community Options, 4-H and
the extension office’s nutrition program.
For information about
the community garden,
call 384-0606.

IF WE RAN AN AD IN THE PAPER, PEOPLE WOULD
START BUYING OUR STUFF... THEN WE WOULD
HAVE TO BUY OR MAKE MORE STUFF ... AND
MORE PEOPLE WOULD BUY OUR STUFF WHICH
MEANS WE WOULD HAVE
TO HAVE MORE OF IT!
ISN’T IT JUST EASIER
TO HANG ON TO THE
STUFF WE ALREADY
HAVE?
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Removing clutter

Spaces still available at community garden
By JENNIFER COHRON
Daily Mountain Eagle

Lifestyle change gets better
results than ‘spring cleaning’
By JAMES PHILLIPS
Daily Mountain Eagle

The spring cleaning
season is the perfect time
to remove clutter from
homes, but one Jasper
area organization expert
says the process to becoming clutter-free is
more of a lifestyle change
than a once per year
purge.
Melissa Searcy, owner
of Lulagrace Organized
Interiors, is a professional organizer as well
as home interiors and
staging expert.
"Many of us today lead
extremely busy lives, the
house tends to be the
first thing that gets put
on the backburner,”
Searcy said. “Our sanctuary that has to function
as a moving assembly
line can often times take
the direct hit when we
mismanage our priorities."
With the business in
most lives, Searcy said it
is good for people to take
time to make sure organization in their home is a
priority.
“For most people, we
need to put down our
electronic devices and
spend at least a good six
hours or so working to
better organize our
homes,” she said. “For
some people, six hours
may not be enough. It
may take several weekends to get our homes to
function as we need
them to. Every house has
clutter. There should be
no judgment when it
comes to our clutter. Our
circumstances and the
things happening in our
lives cause us to have
clutter. We just have to
pause at some point to
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Melissa Searcy is a professional organizer who
lives in Jasper. She recently spoke with the Daily
Mountain Eagle and offered several tips for helping to remove clutter from a home.
change that.”
Searcy said there are
some easy tips to follow
when it relates to removing clutter from a home.
Tip No. 1 – A Place
for Everything
and Everything
in Its Place
“Each room in your
home should have a purpose, and the items in
that room should identify
with that purpose,”
Searcy said. “If something doesn’t fit the purpose of that room, it
needs to be evaluated
and should be either
tossed or put in its
proper place.”
The transfer of items
from one place to another is okay, Searcy
added, but those items
need to have a defined
reason for being in the
area they end up being
housed.
Tip No. 2 – Love It

or Lose It
“If you don’t need it,
get rid of it,” Searcy said.
“We have to define worth
to each item, and if it
doesn’t have worth in
your life, it needs to be
tossed.”
Searcy added that
something shouldn’t be
trashed just to trash it.
“You don’t want to
throw everything away,
because then you just
end up buying more of
those items when you realize you do need it,” she
said. “Take time as you
go throw items to make
sure if they are needed
or not.”
Tip No. 3 - Say
Goodbye to Like Items
“No one needs eight
can openers,” Searcy
said. “Pick the top two
can openers and get rid
of the rest.”
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The Walker County
Soil and Water Conservation District has a solution for aspiring
gardeners intimidated by
the start-up costs of a
raised bed garden.
Two dozen 4x8 plots
are available at the community garden located on
North Airport Road in
front of the Walker
County Extension Office.
The annual cost of
renting one of the raised
bed gardens is $20. However, administrative coordinator Katherine Patton
has been offering a twofor-one special for the
last two years.
“We call it our ROGO
— rent one, get one,” she
said.
Customers also have
their choice of free seeds
available at Patton’s office, and the county provides the water needed to
help the gardens grow.
Patton’s office and the
nearby extension office
also have planting
charts.
“The only thing the
gardeners have to provide is their own tools,”
Patton said.
The community garden
was established in 2009
to promote raised bed
gardening in Walker
County.
The garden also pro-

“The only thing
the gardeners
have to provide is
their own tools.”
- Katherine
Patton
vided space for apartment dwellers and others
who didn’t have room to
grow their own vegetables at home and presented educational
opportunities.
Patton encouraged
families, especially those
with young children, to
consider getting a garden
started this spring.
“It establishes the
farm-to-fork idea for kids
and helps them realize
where their food comes
from. It’s exciting for
them to see the plants
grow and harvest their
own vegetables, and it
also gets them outside.
Most kids love to play in
the dirt anyway,” she
said.
Many of the community garden’s first customers now have their
own raised bed gardens
at home, Patton said.
Though individuals are
still welcome to rent
space at the community
garden, most of the plots
are now rented by local
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on North Airport Road
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in Walker County.
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START BUYING OUR STUFF... THEN WE WOULD
HAVE TO BUY OR MAKE MORE STUFF ... AND
MORE PEOPLE WOULD BUY OUR STUFF WHICH
MEANS WE WOULD HAVE
TO HAVE MORE OF IT!
ISN’T IT JUST EASIER
TO HANG ON TO THE
STUFF WE ALREADY
HAVE?
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A good test for a gardener: When do you get your first peas?
By LEE REICH
Associated Press

In some gardening circles, a gardener’s skill is
measured by how soon he
or she gets the first bowl
of shelling peas on the
table.
Peas are a good choice
for such competition, because raising a good crop
demands the best soil
you can muster as well as
timely sowing and harvest.
Peas are a cool-weather
crop (50 to 70 degrees F
is best) so must be
planted early. Not too
early, though, or the
seeds are apt to rot. Not
too late either, for the
plants languish in hot
weather.
The earliest possible
crop of shelling peas is
also a worthy goal because peas are such a
quintessential garden
delicacy.
The sugars in freshpicked peas start changing to starches as soon as
the pods are picked, so
it’s impossible to buy
fresh, frozen or canned
peas that match the flavor of homegrown ones.
AND THE
RACE IS ON
I’ll admit to being
drawn into the spirit of
pea competition — with
some reservations. I
won’t grow smoothseeded shelling peas,
such as Alaska, which
are the earliest.
They don’t taste as
good as wrinkle-seeded
types, whose seeds wrinkle up because they are
so high in sugars.
I won’t use fungicidetreated seeds, which can
be planted earlier with
less danger of rotting.
Handling poison-coated
seeds takes the fun out of
pea planting.
And quantity is also
important to me, so I
won’t start peas indoors
in pots because it would
be impossible to manage

row. If you plant in beds,
run a double row up the
middle of the bed.
Peas reign as king in
British gardens, and traditional staking for peas
there is pea twigs — tree
and shrub prunings
trimmed so their
branches lie in one plane,
then pushed into the soil
between each double row
with their butt ends
down and branches
fanned out down the row.
Even before the vines
start their ascent, the
row of pea twigs can be
attractive — and oh so
British.
I forgo the twigs and
the accent with a temporary fence of chicken
wire, which is quicker to
erect.
Lee Reich via AP

VARIETIES
TO GROW
This undated photo shows peas harvested in New Paltz, N.Y. Shelling peas
don't travel well because their sugars begin to turn to starch as soon as they Among wrinkle-seeded
shelling peas, you’ll find
are picked, making this vegetable a must-have home garden delicacy.
some — but not a lot —
enough transplants to get
a decent meal.
As far as when to drop
those first seeds into furrows, too many gardeners
bow to tradition and sow
them — or try to — on
St. Patrick’s Day.
That may be the ideal
date for planting peas in
Ireland, but sometime in
January is more on the
mark in Florida, and
April 1 is the more correct date in my garden in
New York’s Hudson Valley.
Pea seeds sprout when
the soil temperature hits
about 40 degrees F. So
stick a thermometer 3 or
4 inches into the ground
to know when to sow pea
seeds in your garden.

once they’re in the
ground.
Soak the seeds in
water for a few hours,
and then rinse them at
least once daily, draining
them after each rinsing.
Rootlets should be evident after a couple days
or so.
Planting slightly less
deeply than recommended or in raised beds
gives them warmer soil,
which also speeds sprouting and growth.
If peas have never
grown before in your garden, sprinkle the seeds
with a bacterial inoculant, available in stores,
so plants can make use of
atmospheric nitrogen as
fertilizer.

TRICKS FOR
EARLINESS
No matter when peas
are planted, there are
tricks to getting the
sprouts up more quickly
and successfully.
Pre-sprouting the seeds
indoors gives them a
slight jump on the season

MAXIMIZING
YIELD
Correct plant spacing,
and propping the vines
up off the ground are
yield enhancers. Rather
than single rows, sow
double rows about 6
inches apart, with 2
inches between peas in a

of differences in flavor
from one variety to the
next. Do consider vine
size in your variety
choice. Vine size determines how big a trellis
you need, and how
quickly ripe peas are
ready for harvest. Two
all-around excellent varieties for yield, flavor and
earliness are Green
Arrow and Lincoln.
If shelling peas have
one fault compared with
snap peas or snow peas,
it is the time needed to
shell them. In the interests of science, I once decided to measure the
time involved.
To my surprise, I was
able to pop open about 6
quarts of pods to make 2
quarts of shelled peas in
only 30 minutes — not
really a bad rate, and not
really an awful job when
you’re sitting outside in
the shade with a warm
breeze.

C om e J oin U s
THURSDAY

THRU

SUNDAY

WITH A FULL MENU AND SPECIALTIES IN

Steaks and Catfish
Steam Table Sunday
11am-2pm

Quinn’s

A step ahead
Regular maintenance of air conditiong
units can save costs down the road
By LEA RIZZO
Daily Mountain Eagle

With spring beginning and warmer
weather on the way, it’s time to switch
on the air conditioners.
In order to ensure that people are
getting the most out of their air
conditioning units, industry
professionals recommend
regular system maintenance before summer
starts.
Ed Persons, owner of
Air Johnston, and Harold
Burton, general manager
of Reliable Heating and
Air, both recommend having
a technician check the system’s components.
“We have a technician come out
and thoroughly go through the system,
check everything about it, see what the
condition of the system is,” Burton explained. “It’s just making sure everything is operating like it needs to be.”
He compared these scheduled tuneups to having the oil changed in a car.
“A scheduled tune-up would give you
an overall idea about the state of the
system ... and possibly save homeowners a more costly repair or service call
down the road,” he continued.
Technicians can measure the quality
of a unit’s start components to ensure
the motors aren’t running too long or
too hot, which will impact cooling, Persons said.
Regular maintenance includes cleaning the unit’s coils to increase system

efficiency, making sure the refrigerant
levels are adequate, checking for good
start components and having strong capacitors for the unit’s motors.
“You'll spend more doing catastrophic
repair than doing episodic maintenance. If you will just maintain your
unit, overall you'll spend a lot less
money,” Persons said.
According to Persons, the
average cost of maintaining an AC unit per year is
around $70 to $100 for
the cost of a service call.
However, he continued,
only having a technician
check the system every few
years if it’s having issues
could lead to costs of $400 or
$500.
Burton advised system owners
need to make sure that everything is
operating the way it needs to be before
heading into the cooling season.
A lot of industry sources are indicating that “we’re going to have an incredibly difficult summer,” according to
Persons.
As far as ways that people can save
money when using their AC systems
this spring and summer, Persons advised people to not turn their heating
or cooling systems completely off when
leaving the house. Doing so expends
more energy trying to rapidly heat or
cool a home once the system is turned
back on, resulting in a higher bill at the
end of the month.
“Be sensible about how you use your
thermostat,” he said.

Daily Mountain Eagle - Lea Rizzo

Ed Persons, owner of Air Johnston, running a routine maintenance call to
ensure that the air conditioning system will operate efficiently during the upcoming spring and summer weather.

FREE!
with purchase*

FREE!
with purchase*

FREE!
with purchase*

L ANDING , Inc.

R E S TA U R A N T A N D M A R I N A
Warrior River - off Franklin Ferry Road • 686-5522

“ T h ank Y ou F or Y our B us ines s ”
FISH ARE BITING!!!
Use Our Launch For Only $3

ALABAMA OUTDOOR
POWER EQUIPMENT
6000 Curry Hwy.
Jasper, AL 35503

205-387-8115
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Growing scholars
Students at Walker County Center of Technology prepare for career in plant sciences
By NICOLE SMITH
Daily Mountain Eagle

Students in the plant
sciences program at
Walker County Center of
Technology are learning
about plants year-round,
and are spending springtime preparing for the
school’s annual plant
sale.
On a busy Friday
morning in March, a
group of students were
tending to the greenhouse at WCCT to check
the growth of all the
plants inside and repair
the irrigation system.
While students were
working, plant sciences
teacher Ryan Mullinax
described that their
greenhouse is divided
into four sections. The far
right of the structure is
used for propagation.
“That’s growing plants
from seeds or cuttings so
we can teach students
how to start plants,
whether it’s sexual or
asexual propagation,” he
said.
The next section of the
greenhouse is reserved
for hydroponics, which
grow without soil and
rely on water to prosper.
The students are currently experimenting
with growing tomatoes
and basil with this particular growing method.
“It’s a soiless medium
where we use things like
perlite or rockwool to
grow the plants in, and
we can produce a product
in a short amount of time
because we’re supplying
the nutrients directly to
them,” Mullinax said.
“The white perlite is just
an anchor for the root
system of the plant, but
the plant actually roots
down into a tray and
there’s a thin, small
channel of water running

Above, students examine plants in the Walker
County Center of Technology’s greenhouse. At
right, one of the hydroponic plants in the greenhouse is beginning to grow.

through it.”
A fertilizer chamber
beneath the table transports nutrients to the hydroponic plants.
To the left of the greenhouse is four metal finishing tables. Students
were diligently checking
the root systems on those
plants and ensuring no
pests were on them.
“This would be like if
you were just taking
plants that were already
grown in flood trays and

transplanting them into
finished containers.
They’re finishing a crop
out,” Mullinax said. “It’s
about a four-week period.
What they typically do
here is they scout for insects, they look for any
disease issues, they’re
checking measures on
the heights of the plants
and examining growth
rates, and we’re either
going to spot water or
we’re going to mist water,
depending on what the

Daily Mountain Eagle photos - Nicole Smith

plants need.”
The fourth component
of the greenhouse is flowers and other plants,
such as sweet potato
vines, silver falls dichondra, coleus and petunia.

Mullinax’s students were
checking the irrigation
system for the plants and
making repairs as necessary.
Mullinax said firstyear students learn

about soil sciences and
plant growth and development. As they progress
through their junior and
senior years, they learn
more about landscaping,
turf maintenance and operating various equipment for farming,
gardening and irrigation.
He said students also
comprehend a number of
marketing and business
management skills
through operating the
greenhouse.
“We’re going to look at
the general business
principals of a greenhouse, understanding the
cost of structures and the
cost of doing business
and overhead,” he said.
“They have to do a crop
schedule, and they have
to do a costing to determine how much it’s going
to cost us to produce our
crops. They know how
much we have invested
in those plants in the
greenhouse.”
Students who take
Mullinax’s classes have
an opportunity to take
tests to receive a number
of credentials, including
certification in landscape
management, landscape
design and urban
forestry. Students can
also receive credentials
for knowing the proper
care of turf grass, and
they can be certified as
forestry workers and
chemical applicators,
among other skilled jobs.
“It’s a more complex career and industry than it
looks from the surface,”
he said. “These students
are working toward industry recognized credentials. ... If they pass these
certification tests, they’re
considered entry level
ready in the green industry.”
See WCCT, PAGE 8

A master
of gardening
Eva Oates shares her life of gardening
By NICOLE SMITH
Daily Mountain Eagle

Eva Hester Oates has
been gardening all of her
life, and she’s become a
master of the art.
In 2005, Oates became
a master gardener
through the Walker
County Extension Office’s master gardener
program. She said the
experience brought her a
wealth of knowledge.
“I learned enough to
know that I didn’t know
much,” Oates said with a
laugh. “We learn a lot.
It’s just amazing.”
Every person who
takes the roughly 12week master gardener
course receives a large
book filled with relevant
information, and those
who complete the course
are essentially volunteers for the community
who help provide information on gardening.
County Extension Coordinator Danny Cain
teaches the course, and
often invites guest
speakers to share their
areas of speciality.
“The book tells you
everything from when to
prune crepe myrtles to
how to kill fire ants,” she
said. “It’s very interesting if you care anything
about gardening.”
While Oates learned
new information by taking the class, she has
been learning how to be
a master gardener since
she was a child growing
up on a farm in Marion
County.
“We grew everything
we ate. We didn’t have
any money, so we lived
off of the farm,” Oates

said.
Her family had milk
cows that provided fresh
milk and chickens that
supplied them with eggs.
They also had fresh garden vegetables, and her
first husband continued
the tradition.
“My first husband was
much into farming. We
had a garden every
year,” she said. “I love to
see things grow, and
then I love to eat it.”
Ten years after Oates’
first husband passed
away, she remarried. She
admits her second husband didn’t have a love
for farming and gardening, but supported her as
she continued to have a
garden.
Since his passing,
Oates has moved from
Parrish to Jasper, and
she enjoys spending time
with her four boys, 13
grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
During her move to
the city, she brought
many of her plants with
her. Oates recalled a moment from the move
when her friend insisted
that she transplant her
honeysuckle bushes to
her new home.
“I said, ‘We can’t dig
these up,’ and she said,
‘Where’s your shovel?’,”
Oates said laughing. “So
we got the shovel and we
dug up 12 or 13 of them
and put them in the back
of my car and the back of
her car, and we looked
like the hillbillies. We
got them all up here
without losing any of
them.”
Those same honeysuckle bushes are all
blooming this spring

around Oates’ property
that is lined with blooming petunia bushes, new
raised beds for vegetables and a number of different plants. She has
also made sure area
birds feel welcome at her
home, and has many
bird houses and feeders
for them to enjoy. Oates
said her cat and best
friend, Lucy, enjoys
watching the birds in
her garden.
Now a part of Walker
County’s Master Gardeners Club, Oates shares
stories with other area
gardeners.
She said enrollment
was too low to host a
master gardeners class
this year, but she encourages anyone who may be
interested in gardening
to consider enrolling in
the program.
People can attend
Master Gardners Club
meetings every fourth
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.,
but can only become an
official member if they
have completed the
course. The Master Gardeners will soon host a
plant sale at the Jasper
Mall to help raise money
to provide scholarships
for those who can’t afford to enroll in the gardening course.
Anyone interested in
taking the Master Gardeners class may call
(205) 221-3392.
“If you’re interested at
all in growing things and
seeing them grow, to see
what the Lord has put
on this earth for us to
enjoy, be it flowers or
vegetables, ... check out
the Master Gardeners,”
she said.
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Eva Hester Oates stands in her garden and is surrounded by various plants
and areas for wildlife to enjoy.

WE WORK REALLY HARD TO SAVE YOU MONEY!
We offer a full range of HVAC products,
but work hard to keep your equipment alive.

CALL AN EXPERT
(205) 275-5488
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The greenhouse at the Walker County Center of Technology has a number
of hanging plants that students care for during class each day.

WCCT

From Page 2

Mullinax added, “My goal is to educate the students that I have so when
they leave this program they’ll be potential candidates for businesses we have
in our area.”
In the years to come, Mullinax said he

hopes to have a stand built on campus
for students to sell their plants from. In
addition, WCCT has a second greenhouse kit that will eventually be installed and allow the plant sciences
program to expand.

Searcy
ter, Searcy suggests that
home owners go through
and combine all like
items.
Once it is determined
how many of an item is
present, that is when it is
time to decide how many
are needed and remove
the items that aren’t
needed.
Tip No. 4 – Give Yourself Goals
“If you can’t set a goal,
that sense of being overwhelmed will take over
much easier,” Searcy said.
Setting goals for each
area of the home is a key
to actually removing clutter, Searcy said. “Goals
are essential,” she added.
“Go through each room
and give yourself a goal
for that room, and that
makes removing clutter
attainable instead of
overwhelming.”
Tip No. 5 – Don’t Break
the Bank with Boxes

From Page 4
“Don’t spend a lot on
boxes that are going into
your closet,” Searcy said.
Not buying boxes with
too much room is also a
key, she said.
“If you have 50 magazines that you need to
store, buy a container for
50 boxes,” Searcy said. “If
you buy a container much

larger than that, it will
just become a catch-all.
Then you are just allowing more clutter.”
Searcy said she is available for private consultations to help organize
homes or offices. She may
be reached at 334-7994598.
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